We show that the classification of reality conditions on spinors in supersymmetry is, as it stands, incomplete and should be extended by a new type of Majorana condition. This may be imposed, for example, in spacetimes in which the standard Majorana condition is inconsistent. In order to define this graded Majorana condition we make use of pseudo-conjugation, a rather unfamiliar extension of complex conjugation to supernumbers. As an illustration of the use of graded Majorana spinors in supersymmetric theories we construct a globally supersymmetric field theory in three-dimensional Euclidean space, an example of a spacetime where no standard Majorana spinor exists.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mathematical concept of spinor fields has given many insights into supersymmetric theories and has unravelled much of the mystery as to why certain spacetimes, due to their special properties, appear to be favoured over others. A lot of this insight was gained from a complete classification of all possible types of spinors that can be defined in arbitrary spacetimes together with a classification of all different kinds of reality conditions that can be imposed on them. If spinors are treated as ordinary fields, a complete classification of all possible reality conditions, normally referred to as Majorana conditions, has been given in (Kugo and Townsend, 1983) . However, though this classification of Majorana conditions nicely extends to spinors treated as Grassmann odd valued fields, as is the case for example in supersymmetric theories, it turns out not to be complete. To see this, note first that the components of such Grassmann odd valued spinor fields are given by anticommuting supernumbers. Since a Majorana condition relates a spinor to its complex conjugate, extending the notion of a Majorana condition to such anticommuting spinor fields implies that one first has to extend the notion of complex conjugation to supernumbers. There is, however, an ambiguity in defining this extension, leading to at least two inequivalent notions of complex conjugation of supernumbers. These we will refer to as standard complex conjugation (DeWitt, 1992) and pseudoconjugation (Rittenberg and Scheunert, 1978) , respectively. While standard complex conjugation essentially leads to the classification of Majorana conditions as given in (Kugo and Townsend, 1983) , we show that pseudo- * Electronic address: A.F.Schunck@damtp.cam.ac.uk † Electronic address: C.J. Wainwright@damtp.cam.ac.uk conjugation makes it possible to define a genuinely new type of Majorana spinor, which we will refer to as graded Majorana.
II. PSEUDO-CONJUGATION
Let us first briefly comment on the properties of standard complex conjugation and pseudo-conjugation, respectively. While the operation of standard complex conjugation on supernumbers is an involution, pseudoconjugation in contrast is a graded involution. Denoting the operation of standard complex conjugation by * and pseudo-conjugation by ⋄ we thus have
Here ǫ z = 0 if z is an even (commuting) supernumber, and ǫ z = 1 if z is odd (anticommuting). It is this property of pseudo-conjugation which will enable us later to define a new kind of Majorana spinor. Additionally, standard conjugation and pseudo-conjugation, respectively, satisfy the properties
Note that both types of conjugation reduce to ordinary complex conjugation on ordinary numbers. A general supernumber can be expanded in the generators ζ i , i = 1, . . . , N , of a Grassmann algebra as
Here the coefficients z 0 , z i , . . . are ordinary complex numbers and z 0 will be referred to as the body of the supernumber z. With respect to standard complex conjugation the generators will be taken to be real, i.e., ζ * i = ζ i . However, imposing a similar reality condition on the generators using pseudo-conjugation will be inconsistent with Eq. (1). Instead, without loss of generality, we will impose
This requires the number N of Grassmann generators to be even or, as we will normally consider, infinite. Note that ζ * ⋄ i = ζ ⋄ * i , from which it follows that ordinary conjugation will commute with pseudo-conjugation on arbitrary supernumbers.
As we shall see, it will be convenient to split the supernumber z as z = z 1 + z 2 , where
Using this splitting we define an invertible map f on even supernumbers z
withz 1,2 defined analogously to z 1,2 in Eq. (5). This map satisfies the property
which can be shown using the fact that z ⋄ 1 = z * 1 and z ⋄ 2 = −z * 2 . It follows that imposing a pseudo-reality condition z = z ⋄ on an arbitrary even supernumber z is equivalent to imposing the standard reality condition f (z) = f (z) * on the supernumber f (z) =z.
In Section IV we will consider how pseudo-conjugation may be used to impose reality conditions on spinors, the components of which are taken to be anticommuting supernumbers. However, we first need to recall some results about Clifford algebras, as discussed in (Kugo and Townsend, 1983) .
III. CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS IN d-DIMENSIONS
The Clifford algebra in d spacetime dimensions is given by
with d = t + s. The γ µ are represented by 2 ⌊d/2⌋ × 2 ⌊d/2⌋ matrices, which may be chosen such that
Defining A = γ 1 · · · γ t we then have
In even dimensions we can introduce the matrix
t − s mod 8 0, 1, 2 0, 6, 7 4, 5, 6 2, 3, 4 which satisfies (Γ 5 ) 2 = 1 and is, up to proportionality, the unique matrix which anticommutes with all γ µ , µ = 1, . . . , d. As ±γ µ * form an equivalent representation of the Clifford algebra, there exists an invertible matrix B such that
where η can be shown to depend on the signature of the metric, see Table I . Note that in even dimensions, where t− s will also be even, we always have a choice of η = ±1, whereas in odd dimensions η is fixed. B is unitary and satisfies the condition
where ǫ depends on the signature of the metric as well as on the value of η as displayed in Table I . Note that B is only defined up to an overall phase. The charge conjugation matrix C is defined by
Using the properties of A and B one finds that C † C = 1 and
The last two equations can be combined to give
Additionally we have that
These two relations will be important when considering super Poincaré algebras in different signatures, see Section V. In even dimensions, as there is a choice of η = ±1, let us define B ± such that
Here η ± = ±1 and ǫ ± is the value of ǫ corresponding to η ± in a given signature. Correspondingly we define C ± = B T ± A. Interestingly B + and B − are related by
where λ is an arbitrary phase factor. This relation seems to have been overlooked in the literature. To prove Eq. (20) note that
hence B −1 − B + anticommutes with all the gamma matrices and as such must be proportional to Γ 5 . Unitarity of both B ± and Γ 5 restrict λ such that |λ| 2 = 1.
Note that using the relation between B + and B − , Eq. (20), we find ǫ + = B * + B + = |λ| 2 (−1) (t−s)/2 ǫ − , and hence we see that
which is in agreement with Table I .
We are now in the position to discuss possible reality conditions that can be imposed on spinors, making use of standard complex conjugation and pseudo-conjugation, respectively.
IV. REALITY CONDITIONS ON SPINORS
A Dirac spinor ψ has 2 ⌊d/2⌋ complex components among which one can impose, for instance, the Dirac equation. For the purposes of this paper the components of the spinor, ψ α , will be assumed to be anticommuting supernumbers as is the case for spinors in, e.g., supersymmetric theories.
Suppose we are in a signature in which there exists a matrix B for which ǫ = +1. We may then use this matrix B to impose the standard Majorana condition
Note that imposing such a condition will not be consis-
In those signatures where there are only matrices B for which ǫ = −1, see Table I , one normally introduces a pair of Dirac spinors ψ (i) , i = 1, 2, and imposes the symplectic Majorana condition
where ǫ ij = −ǫ ji with ǫ 12 = +1. This condition reduces the degrees of freedom of the pair of spinors down to that of a single spinor with no reality condition imposed. Therefore, since a second spinor is initially introduced in order to impose the symplectic Majorana condition, the number of degrees of freedom is not in effect reduced. However, if ǫ = −1, we can impose a reality condition on a single spinor by making use of pseudo-conjugation. We propose the condition
Now, since the components of ψ are anticommuting supernumbers, we have from Eq. (1) that ψ ⋄⋄ = −ψ, hence ψ = B −1 (B −1 ψ ⋄ ) ⋄ = (B * B) −1 ψ ⋄⋄ = −ǫψ and so the equation is consistent for ǫ = −1. Note that here we have used B ⋄ = B * since B is a matrix of ordinary complex numbers. As pseudo-conjugation is a graded involution we will refer to spinors satisfying Eq. (25) as graded Majorana spinors. Note that just as the standard Majorana condition of Eq. (23) is Lorentz invariant so, too, is the graded Majorana condition, Eq. (25).
Eq. (25) imposes the same number of constraints on a spinor as would a reality condition which uses standard complex conjugation. To see this we use an argument analogous to that for an even supernumber as discussed in Section II. Consider the split ψ = ψ 1 + ψ 2 , using Eq. (5) for each component of the spinor. Then define the quantityψ = µ * ψ 1 + µBψ 2 , where µ is some nonzero, ordinary complex constant. This relationship may be inverted to give ψ in terms ofψ. To see this note that if we splitψ as in Eq. (5) we havẽ
where we have used that ψ * 1 = ψ ⋄ 2 and ψ * 2 = −ψ ⋄ 1 . We then find
Note that for (µ * ) 2 + µ 2 B 2 to be invertible we must choose µ such that iµ * /µ is not an eigenvalue of B, which is always possible. Now using again ψ * 1 = ψ ⋄ 2 and ψ * 2 = −ψ ⋄ 1 we can show that
Thus we may think of the graded Majorana condition as a symplectic Majorana condition imposed on the internal supernumber structure of a single spinor. We also have
where Eqs. (26a-27b) are used to show the second equivalence. Hence, the graded Majorana condition on ψ is equivalent to a reality condition onψ using standard complex conjugation. As there exists an invertible map between ψ andψ, this shows that the graded Majorana condition imposes the same number of constraints as a standard reality condition. Note, however, that due to its transformation properties under the Lorentz groupψ is not a spinor.
It will be necessary to distinguish between the cases η = ±1 for the Majorana condition Eq. (23). If η = −1 the spinor will just be referred to as Majorana (M ). @ @ @ t d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Pseudo-Majorana spinors must be massless to be consistent with the Dirac equation (Kugo and Townsend, 1983) and the same can be shown to be true for pseudograded Majorana spinors. Note that in even dimensions, where we have a choice of matrices B ± for η = ±1, it is possible to simultaneously impose the two corresponding reality conditions. Such spinors will be massless due to the fact that a pseudo-(graded) Majorana condition has been imposed. There are four possible cases which we shall analyse separately.
If t − s = 0 mod 8 we can impose both M and M ′ conditions, giving
Using Eq. (20) we see that a consequence of these two conditions is that
This equation will only be consistent if λ = ±1, in which case Eq. (31) is seen to be the Weyl condition for a spinor with helicity λ. Note that the Weyl condition can be imposed on spinors in any even dimensional spacetime.
Here, however, the spinors are also Majorana and we see that consistently imposing both Majorana conditions has naturally given a Majorana-Weyl (M W ) condition. If t − s = 4 mod 8 we can impose both gM and gM ′ conditions
Again we have as a consequence of these equations that ψ must satisfy the Weyl condition, Eq. (31), with helicity λ = ±1 for consistency. We refer to such spinors as graded Majorana-Weyl (gM W ). If t − s = 2 mod 8 we can impose both gM and M ′ conditions
The Weyl condition, Eq. (31), is no longer satisfied due to the mixed nature of the Majorana conditions. Instead, a consequence of these two conditions is
where for consistency we must have λ = ±i. Note that, although ψ is not a true Weyl spinor, if we split ψ = ψ 1 + ψ 2 as in Eq. (5) then the combinations ψ 1 ± iψ 2 are Weyl.
If t−s = 6 mod 8 we have both M and gM ′ conditions. This case is very similar to t − s = 2 mod 8. Table II summarises which reality conditions may be imposed in each of the most interesting spacetimes.
V. APPLICATIONS TO SUPERSYMMETRY
We shall now investigate how these new reality conditions can be imposed to give real forms of super Lie algebras, which will subsequently allow the derivation of supersymmetric field theories involving graded Majorana spinors.
Let us define the graded commutator [K, L] = KL − (−1) ǫKǫL LK, where ǫ K = 0 if K is even and ǫ K = 1 if K is odd (and similarly for L). The generators of the general N = 1 super Poincaré algebra satisfy
where all other commutators vanish. Here the even generators M µν and P µ , generating rotations and translations, respectively, form the Poincaré subalgebra, and Q = (Q α ) are the odd supersymmetry generators forming a 2 ⌊d/2⌋ component spinor. We choose (γ µ ) α β to correspond to the components of the gamma matrices and C αβ to correspond to the components of the charge conjugation matrix C. Note that with these index conventions C −1 = (C −1 ) αβ . We have σ µν = (1/4)(γ µ γ ν − γ ν γ µ ) and k appearing in Eq. (35d) is a constant phase factor which will be determined when considering a specific real form of the algebra. Note that if there is no matrix C available such that γ µ C −1 is symmetric, see Eq. (17), it is not possible to write down such an N = 1 algebra. One may, however, instead consider an N ≥ 2 algebra.
The general element of the super Poincaré algebra is given by
Here ω µν , x µ are even supernumbers and θ α are odd supernumbers forming a Dirac conjugate spinor. In order to define a real form of the algebra these coefficients must be constrained by reality conditions such that the algebra still closes. This can be achieved by using standard complex conjugation or pseudo-conjugation, respectively. To impose reality conditions using pseudo-conjugation we require that there exists a matrix 1 B = (B αβ ) for which ǫ = −1. A consistent choice of reality conditions is then given by
The condition on θ α can be viewed as a graded Majorana condition imposed on a Dirac conjugate spinor. Note that we consider the (pseudo-)conjugate of a quantity with an upstairs spinor index to have a downstairs index, and vice versa. It is easily seen that the Poincaré subalgebra of Eqs. (35a, 35b) closes under the reality conditions of Eq. (37). To show closure of the full super Poincaré algebra let us first consider Eq. (35c). We have
For consistency with Eq. (37) the coefficient of Q β on the right hand side of the above equation must satisfy
which is easily checked using the fact that (σ µν ) * = Bσ µν B −1 . Further we see from this that the condition (θ α ) ⋄ B αβ = θ β is Lorentz invariant. Finally let us consider Eq. (35d). We have
For the algebra to close under the reality conditions, Eq. (37), the coefficient of P µ on the right hand side of the equation must be real with respect to pseudoconjugation. Using Eq. (18) we find
Hence, provided we choose k such that k = k * η t+1 , the algebra closes under the reality conditions, Eq. (37), which therefore give a real form of the algebra. One can alternatively use standard conjugation in order to define a real form of the algebra Eq. (36). A consistent choice of reality conditions on the coefficients is, in this case, given by
1 Here we shall assume for simplicity that B and C are related by C = B T A. In even dimensions there may occur more general situations which, using Eq. (20), can be treated similarly to this case.
provided, of course, B is now such that ǫ = +1. That the super Poincaré algebra also closes under these conditions can be proven analogously to the case of pseudoconjugation. In this case however we find k = −k * η t+1 .
In even dimensions we have the possibility of imposing two Majorana conditions on the coefficients θ α . Due to the resulting Weyl condition in t − s = 0, 4 mod 8 we must replace Eq. (35d) with
which is possible provided that both Γ 5 γ µ C −1 and γ µ C −1 are symmetric (note that here C is a particular choice of C ± = B T ± A). It is then possible to define a real form of the algebra by imposing M W or gM W conditions on the Dirac conjugate spinor (θ α ) with corresponding reality conditions on the ω µν 's and x µ 's. For example, let us consider t − s = 4 mod 8. The algebra will close if we impose the gM W condition
along with the conditions (ω µν ) ⋄ = ω µν and (x µ ) ⋄ = x µ . If t − s = 2, 6 mod 8 we may impose both a graded and a standard Majorana condition on the coefficients θ α . However, as the resulting condition is not a true Weyl condition, we need not replace Eq. (35d) with Eq. (43) as above. Since the graded and standard Majorana conditions employ pseudo-conjugation and standard conjugation, respectively, we find that the algebra will only close if we impose ω µν = (ω µν ) * = (ω µν ) ⋄ and x µ = (x µ ) * = (x µ ) ⋄ . Such mixed reality conditions are not in themselves inconsistent, and in particular just reduce to a single standard reality condition on the body of ω µν and x µ . This situation could occur for example in 4-dimensional Minkowski space. Let us also briefly consider the N = 2 case in, for example, 5-dimensional Minkowski space. In this case we have two odd generators Q (i) , i = 1, 2, the anticommutator of which must be of the form
where we have neglected possible central charges. Note that, from Eq. (17), γ µ C −1 is antisymmetric, however, as ǫ ij is also antisymmetric, the right-hand side will have the correct symmetry properties. In this signature ǫ = −1 (see Table I ) and one may obtain a real form of the algebra by imposing a symplectic Majorana condition
together with ω µν = (ω µν ) * and x µ = (x µ ) * . Alternatively one may impose a graded Majorana condition
together with ω µν = (ω µν ) ⋄ and x µ = (x µ ) ⋄ . Note that the matrixB can differ from B in Eq. (46) by a phase only. Furthermore, provided we haveB = ±iB, we may impose both conditions Eqs. (46, 47) together with the mixed reality conditions ω µν = (ω µν ) * = (ω µν ) ⋄ and x µ = (x µ ) * = (x µ ) ⋄ . In order to illustrate the applications of graded Majorana spinors to supersymmetric field theories let us construct a simple example in three-dimensional Euclidean space (i.e., t = 3, s = 0). From Table I we see that ǫ = −1 and so only graded Majorana spinors exist. We choose the gamma matrices to be the standard Pauli matrices γ i = σ i = (σ i ) α β , i = 1, 2, 3, and we take B = ε = (ε αβ ). Here α = −, + are two-spinor indices and the quantity ε αβ is the invariant antisymmetric tensor with ε −+ = +1. We use ε αβ to raise indices, with the convention ψ α = ε αβ ψ β . Indices will be lowered using ε αβ , ε −+ = +1, with the convention ψ α = ψ β ε βα . If we define J i = − 1 2 ǫ ijk M jk , then the N = 1 super Poincaré algebra can be rewritten as
Writing the general element of the algebra as X = ϕ i J i + x i P i + θ α Q α we obtain a real form by imposing reality conditions ( (3) is the rotation group generated by the J i . Following the method discussed in (West, 1990) we consider a coset representative
so that (x i , θ α ) are coordinates on the coset space. We therefore have SΠ/SO(3) = Ê 3|2 where reality is defined with respect to pseudo-conjugation as given above.
The left action of SΠ on the coset representative induces a transformation on the coordinates (x i , θ α ) → (x i + δx i , θ α + δθ α ). Using this we can find the differential operator representation of the generators of the superalgebra. In particular we have,
An invariant vielbein (E i , E α ) and spin-connection Ω i on Ê 3|2 can then be constructed from the coset representative as
We find that Ω i = 0, and so the inverse vielbein determines the covariant derivatives, which turn out to be
For an even superscalar field Φ(x, θ), satisfying Φ ⋄ = Φ, let us consider the action
It is easily seen that [Q α , D β ] = 0, from which it follows that this action will be invariant under supersymmetry transformations δΦ = β α Q α Φ. We can expand Φ in component fields as
The condition Φ ⋄ = Φ yields A = A ⋄ , F = F ⋄ and ψ α = (B −1 ) αβ (ψ β ) ⋄ . Hence we see that ψ is a graded Majorana spinor. The action I can be rewritten in terms of the component fields. Upon elimination of the auxiliary field F via its equations of motion, and integrating out the θ coordinates, I becomes
This is the action for a scalar field coupled to a graded Majorana spinor in three-dimensional Euclidean space. As a simple example, with the choice of potential U (Φ) = mΦ 2 , A satisfies the free Euclidean Klein-Gordon equation, while ψ satisfies the free Euclidean Dirac equation, both fields being of the same mass m.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have seen how the classification of possible reality conditions on spinors in supersymmetry should be extended by what we call a graded Majorana condition. As this new type of Majorana spinor exists for example in spacetimes for which the ordinary Majorana spinor is forbidden, we expect it to have wide applications to supersymmetric theories. An example of the use of graded Majorana spinors in globally curved space is obtained by considering field theories on the supersphere S 2|2 = UOSp(1|2)/U(1), as investigated in (Schunck and Wainwright, 2005) . Note, however, that two-dimensional Euclidean space is an example of a spacetime where there is in principal a choice between an ordinary and a graded Majorana condition. The use of pseudo-conjugation in this case is required in order to obtain a consistent definition of the supergroup UOSp(1|2). As well as graded Majorana spinors having applications in theories with fixed background, we expect them to be useful in supergravity theories. Note that 11-dimensional Euclidean space is an example of a spacetime where only graded Majorana spinors exist, as is five-dimensional Minkowski space. In both these cases it would be very interesting to investigate what implications the use of graded Majorana spinors would have to the respective supergravity theories.
